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The paper outl...nes the surface environmental problems associated with the 
re-establishment of L~e groundwater table on the settlement of opencast 
mine backfills in the United Kingdan. The factors affecting the rate of 
groundwater re-establishment are reviewed together with its effect on the 
settlement of opencast mine backfills. The research program includes 
investigations on two sites to monitor and evaluate recovery and 
settlement patterns in the mine backfills. 

Surface coal mining operations in the United Kingdan are characterised by 
small output, (14 mt/y fran 50-60 sites), large coal to overburden 
ratios, (often exceeding 30), multi-seam operations and high 
profitability inspite of very diffi~~lt geotechnical settings in 
near-urban environments. In order to mitigate the surface environmental 
impact, the mini.ng operations are carried out in a planned manner 
followed by progressive site restoration and rehabilitation. 

During the life of a surface mine, working belCM the level of the natural 
water table, the groundwater level is depressed to belCM that of the base 
of the excavation to ensure that minL~ proceeds in as dry surroundings 
as possible. On cessation of coal extraction the pumps are withdrawn as 
the mining e.xcavation is backfilled with overburden or interburden. As 
backfilling continues the groundwater table oommences to recover to its 
equilibrium position, percolating through the backfill to achieve this 
aim. A.c; a consequence of groundv.'ater recovery two major environmental 
problems accrue, (a). groundwater pollution and (b). backfill 
settlements. For smaller sites in wet areas of flcxrled old deep mine 
workings, the water table recharge would be expected to have finished 
within one year of the completion of the final restoration. On larger 
sites in drier areas, or in cases where deep mine activity maintains the 
water table on a depressed level, then the recharge perioo may extend 
e>Ver a number of years, (Ferguson 1984) • The relationship between 
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groundvrdter re-establishment and the settlement of opencast coal mine 
backfills is currently bo!ing evaluated by the Authors on two restored 
surface mine sites in the United Kingdan. This paper details this 
research, site instrumentation and the current results. 

F1\CIORS Al''FErl'ING THE RATE OF ~ RE-illl'ABLISBMENI'. 

The mining and backfilling operations alter the nature of the mined 
strata, fran a condition of relative unifonnity and canpetence to a 
disturbed, inte:r.mixed, aquiferous fonnation, canpletely altering the 
local hydrological regime. The rate of water recovery in this material 
and the level of the re-established water table is dependent on a number 
of inter-related factors, (Herring 1977, Traux 1965, Evangelow 1982), as 
follows :-

a). 'Ihe Post-Mining Hydrological Regime:-· The post-mining 
hydrological regime will govern the degree of recharge occuring within 
the fill. Recharge may occur solely fran surface infiltration or as a 
result of a direct contact between the fill and a subsurface aquifer. If 
the mine has intersected any old workings then these may either act as a 
sump for the infiltrating water and thus drain the fill, or conversely 
may act as a source of water inflow. 

b). 'Ihe Nature of the Backfill:- The penneability of a backfill is 
largely dependent on the method of mining and restoration. Penneabilities 
of dragline spoils and spoil lain by dump trucks are considerabley 
greater than those which have received sane degree of canpa.ction as in a 
scraper-lain spoil. Permeability of such fills also decrease with age, 
following the effects of settlement and consolidation. The type of 
material within the backfill is also of great importance, a clayey 
backfill will be so much less permeable than a sandstone fill. The 
measured penneability of opencast mine backfill varies fran between 10-4 
- i 0-8 m/ s, depending upon the argillaceous content of the original 
excavated rock, (Norton, 1983). The type, thickness and extent of a fill 
all have great effects of the permeability and transmissivity of a given 
material , and consequently will greatly affect the rate and manner with 
which water will percolate and re-establish throughout tl1e fill. 

c). Climate:- The climate of an area affects the rate of recharge 
of the near-surface strata. In areas of high rainfall, the rate of 
recharge of these horizons, all else being equal, will obviously be much 
higher than in lesser rainfall areas. Effects are seasonal, ie wet and 
dry seasons, and at certain times of the year the groundwater may becane 
static owing to ice or snow. In the colder months the phenanenon of 
frost heave within the fill may occur resultlng in an increased 
permeability of the near surface layers. 

THE SEI'TI.EMENl' OF OPENCAST MINE BACKFILI.S. 

The extraction of one tonne of coal may typically entail the removal of 
20-30 cubic metres of overburden under British conditions, (Charles 
1 984) • This spoil material is canmonly excavated by drag lines and cast 
to one side of the pit to form the advancing loosewall of the mine. 
Alternatively in the case of face shovel use, the overburden may be 
loaded onto dump trucks and end-tipped to form the loosevra.ll in high 
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lifts. 'Ihe backfilling operation in this way infills the area. from whici1 
tbe coal has just been extracted, i.e. the previous cut. l.s a 
consequence of the backfilling operation, opencast mining leaves areas 
where the depth of loose fill is o..""lnsiderable, fill ·..mich has the 
capability to undergo significant settlement. 'Ihe degree c.nd timescale 
of such settlements can be of considerable impm:t-mce for i1·, cases where 
opencast wurking has for ex<:lmple been situated close to centres of 
population, and may be subsequently required for urban develop:nent. 

A serious problem as a result of groundwater recovery occured at t.'1e 
Whitley Bay Opencast Coal Site, (Penman, 1974), which was completed and 
backfilled during the late 1950's. A large housing estate was later built 
on top of the fill. No settlement was obsetved tmtil the cessation of 
pumping at a nearby deep mine initiated the sequence of water level 
recovery. It appearErl fran the nature of the substantial damage that was 
inflicted on the buildings, tbat >~here underg-round services had been 
installed within the fill, water had gained easier access inducing larger 
relative settleme."lts tnan elsewhere. It is these differential settleme.<ts 
which are of such great impor+-...ance in designing structures to build on 
the fill. 

The observed backfill settlements that have been monitored in the United 
Kingdan have shewn in most case studies that the prime cause of backfill 
settlement is a recoverinG water table. Settlements of this nature are 
thought to be a consequence of the shear strength reducing properties of 
rockfill saturation, (Terzaghi, 1960). Terzaghi' s work showed that the 
wetting of unpolished rock surfaces did not reduce the coefficient of 
sliding friction of rock on rock and concluded that settlement of 
rockfill material was thus not caused by any lubricating effect due to 
water but rather to a red•.rction in strength of the rcr.J< and consequen.tly 
crushing at contact points, (Penman 1971). 

Two sites have been selected for the installation of instrumentation to 
mo:1itor and evaluate groundwater recovery and settlement patterns in 
opencast wine backfills. 'Ihe overall aims of the re:c,earch are to 
evaluate correlations between water levels, recoveL-y rates and settleme.'lt 
patterns with regard to the following cd.teria:··· 

* Time :- Previous work has indicated that recoveLy and settlernent 
behave semi- logarithwi.cally wit.h time, {Kilkenny 1968). 
* Properties of the Fill ~- An eval,.m.Uon of the rni.neral nature of 
the backfl:l, e.g. differences in behaviour betw<:'oen predaninantly 
mudstone or sandstone Clls. 
* Mining Methods :- The methcd. of working and fill anplacHnent h..as 
a great effect on the degree of sett1anent that a fill may lli>dergo, 
owing to the differences in initial compaction nffered by the 
various backfilling teclmiques. 
* Mining Environment :- 'Ihe effects of climate and the sources of 
minewater inflow will all have an effect on the rn.te of recharge of 
the fill- and consequently t.'le time elapse bef0re the settlement of 
that fill is complete. 
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It is aimed that the research will fonn the basis for establishing 
guidelines reg?.rding building consL'lJ.,:tion on ffickfilled opencast mine 
sites, in particular those which Illi>Y undergo significant additional 
settlements as a result of delayed grourilwate:r: re-establishme_nt, possibly 
a conseque.1ce of local p1.:rrnp.i.ng fran adjacent surface excavations or deep 
mine wrxktngs. 

Site A is an opencast c:oa.l site which ..ras worke6 by shovel and truck 
methods in the MidJ.ands coalfield. Excavated d'3pt.'1s worked were fairly 
shallog averaging only 17 m over the entire site with a maximum depth in 
the final void anB of 35 m. The site lies in a flo:::i! plain and as a 
consequence of this it was expected t..'lat the water recovery would raise 
the piezanctr:ic level to t.he surface. 

Inflow'S into the active mine consisted of a total of 2,200 1/min fran 
prbcipaEy old workings together with ir..flux frc:m surface 
run-off/precipitation. 

The mine backfill is predominantly rntJ9_stone, 70%, with "12% alluvial 
deposits. The remaining material consisting of sandstones, siltstones and 
seatearths. 

The overburden to coal ratio finalised at 1 0:1 with a;1 backfill bulkage 
of around 7%, which was actually much lower than was expected ( 1 0-12%) • 
Thus to restore the site up to the required fim.l overburden level the 
alluvial deposits which had previously been put aside as soil making 
materials were used. The vast majority of the fill had been end-tipped 
by dump trucks, although sane canpaction had beer, afforded to the near 
surface layers of the fill by scraper placement. The site was 
instrum.entated during September 1984 at which time the restored 
overburden lay at its final level. Restoration was then postponed fran 
this date tmtil Spring 1 985 when the replacement of the soils was 
planned. 

lnstrumentaticn en Site A:-

The following instruments have been installed on site A. 

* Five canbined Piezaneter/Magnet Extensaneters in the fill to 
monitor water recovery arrl backfill settlements. 

* Four Standpipe Piezaneters in the solid strata surrounding the 
excavation to monitor groundwater levels and recharge patterns. 

The oombined Magnet Extaqsometer/Scandpipe Piezometer installation, (fig 
1), is a methcd for relating the levelf: of groundwater within a fill to 
the settlements occuring at different levels. Settlement or heave within 
a soil or a rockfill mass may be assessed by the monitoring of the 
location of magnetic targets which have been positoned over a near 
vertical access tube. Location of the targets is accomplished by passing 
a Reed Switch Probe through the access tubing. When the probe enters the 
magnetic field generated by a target, an audible signal is emitted at the 
surface. A steel tape from which the probe is suspended is then used to 
read off the depth at which the probe is located. All measurements are 
refe=ed to a datum magnet situated at the base of the access tubing 
approximately 1 m into the bedrock below the fill. A standard piezaneter 
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tip below the datum utilises the access tubing as a standpipe and 
consequently wnen a dip meter is lowered into the hole the water level in 
the fill can be determined. 

The layout of the instrumentation on site A is d3tailed in plan in fig 2, 
which also shows the depth:". of fill on sib:~, the subsoil and topsoil 
mound positions, excavation .limits and so on. 'rhe :cesults up to the date 
of this paper are detailed in the next section. 

Site_!?_ is an opencast coal site in Northern England which was 
worked by dragline operations with e'1d--tipping of the fill into the 
restoration void by du'llp trucks. (To the date of this paper restoration 
is still continuing, ie backfilling and pumping are still in operation). 
The fill is a mixture of mud.stones and sandstones and in the ara"l. of 

instru!llE'ntation averages approximately 75 m deep, providing a gc.x::rl 
contrast to the shallower, predominantly mudstone environment of site A. 
Water recovery on this site will be determined to a great extent by 

pumping in a local disused colliery shaft which dictates the groundwater 
levels over much of the region. Groundwater re.coveries will also be 
influenced by adjacent opencast workings. Owing to current backfilling 
and pumping operations the site at present is only at the stage of 
installation of instrumentation. When the full monitoring program is 
established, (March/April 1985), appra.ximately 20 m of groundwater 
recovery will be monitored in the lower half fill. Groundwater levels 
are not expected to rise to within 35 m of t.'1e surface owing to the 
presence of old deep mine workings in the walls of the excavation 
providing a direct hydraulic link with pumping shaft. 

Instrumentaticn en Site B. 

Instrumentation on site B at present consists of the four standpipe 
piezometers installed~~the solid strata surrounding the excavation ~or 
the monitoring of groundwater levels and the recharge patterns. 
Instruments in the backfill consist of two five-point piezcmeters for the 
purposes of permeability testing, the results of which will be related to 
the consolidation of the fill material. An extensometer of a similar 
type to those installed on site A \ias installed to a depth of 80 m on 
this site but this instrument was lost just after the installation to 
what was deduced to be shearing movements in the fill fracturing the 
access tubing at 20 m below the surface. This instrument is thus 
practically useless barring been able to monitor the top 20 m of the 
fill, an area in which no groundwater recovery will ==· At the time 
of writing this paper an evaluation is being made of the use of the 
tension wire type extensometers as alternatives to the unsatisfactory 
probe type which has been lost. The tension wire instrument is of a type 
which can monitor such shearing movements as those which affected the 
original installed instrument without in=ring damage. 

Two of these instruments are being installed to dept.hs of around 75 m 
together with a combined facility for further permeability testing. The 
site results will be supplemented by surface levelling and tilt station 
measurements. 
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ElfALUATirn OF' niE INITIAL 11 0 01\Y Ml.'liTCliUNG PERIOD: SITE A. 

'lbtal Recorded Settlements. 

Table details the total ,,ettle.nents recordoo on each of the 
extensometer installations on site A. Also prese.'1tErl are the mean depths 
of the fill over the monitoring period and the settlements expressed in 
millimetres per metre of fill depth. 

INS'IRUMENT 

E1 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 

TABLE 1. 
MEAN DEPTH 'lU.l'AL SEI'l'.LEMEln' 

OF FILL OF 'lOP MAGlEI' 

m 
19.864 
22.135 
20.666 
18.866 
23.339 

mm 
0.168 
0.180 
0.135 
0.025 
0.170 

SE'I'I'Ll:'Mf:!NI' 
mm/m fill depth. 

8.46 
8.13 
6.53 
1.33 
7.28 

These results shoo that four out of the five holes, {E4 that is 
excepted), have settleme.'"!t rates expressed over the depth of the hole 
which correspond fairly closely. A fact that would indicate tha.t the 
total settlement achieved on any one hole is greatly determined by fill 
depth. Of the four instruments in question, (E1, E2, E:3, and ES), E1 and 
E2 have settlements in mm/m which correspond very closely, whilst those 
on E3 are slightly less, which can be explained by the fact that the fill 
around E3 is the older and consequently will have had additional time for 
settlement to have taken place. Whilst E5 is the deepest hole the 
settlement registered on this instrwnent is lower than for say E1 and E2 
which are both shallooer and both in older fill. One possible reason for 
this could be that whilst the fills around E1 and E2 were predominantly 
end-tipped, a fair proportion of the fill around E5 was scraper lain, 
thus greater compaction was offered to this area. 

The most obvious quantity in table is the very small settlement 
movements that have been monitored on E4, with a total of only 25 mm of 
settlement in a hole of almost 19 m depth. An explanation of such small 
movements as compared those that have been measured on the other holes is 
the fact that this instrument is situated in the line of a dump 
trUck/scrapc"r haul road, thus this area of fill would have been subjected 
to a great deal of compaction throughout the life of the mine. The 
future results from this instrument and their comparasion with the others 
will prove exceedingly useful in the evaluation of suitable techniques 
for the compaction of mine backfills in order to reduce differential 
settlements. 

GR<XJNmA'I'ER RFXDVERY BEHAVICXJR. 

Fig 3 shoos the behaviour of the groundwater table during the initial 
monitoring period for all of the instruments in the fill, relating 
recovery to magnet positions. As expected, (although at a very much 
accelerated rate), the groundwater levels are recoverying to the surface. 

A period of heavy rainfall between days 50 and 70 was such that the 
entire site became flooded and it was impossible to take any readings on 
the instruments. For lengthy periods following this time two of the 
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instnuilents, (E2 and E4), re:r.ained flocded with only very occas~onal 
readir,gs being poss.ible 'JH these instruments. P.:s wod.d be expected the 
high period of rainfall led to a substantially increased rates of 
infiltration into the fill, leading to very much accelerated 1fmter 
recove.._ry rate. 
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Fig. 3. Recovery Rates on Ext:ensometer:- Instruments 

P:•mping on eite ceased on 13 August 1984, one week after the termi'1ation 
of mining, thus initiating the sequence of groundwater recovery. 

Obviously as the grou.ndw·ater recovery sequence was initiated in August of 
1984 and the mor.i toring canmenced on the 1 October 1 984 1 sane degree of 
sett.le.me:1t ac.d recovery has been unavoidabley missed. Assuming that the 
water l<Nel in the fill Rr.ound ES on the 13 August 1984 was at pavement 
level, (a fair assumption given that this hole was close to the final 
void/pumpinc; area, then just under 9 !1'. of recovery occured between this 
da tr; a.t1d when monitoring ca.rrnenced on the 1 October, a period of 48 days. 
If the first 48 Jays of the monibring period ar.e considered then it can 

be seen that the water. table in ES rose again by a fnrther 9 n, rising in 
the next 48 day peric-d by 5 m, a total of 23 m recov8ry in t.,he period of 
144 days. 

The highest initial water. level that was initially recorded was 
predictablely in E3, the instrument furthest fran the final void. E1 and 
E2 had lcwer but similar water. levels, a consequence of being 50 m r~rer 
the final void than E3. E4 the instrument whi.ch was furthest away fran 
the principal recharge zone, (the old deep mine workings on t.he western 
side of the pit) 1 exhibited the second lcwest initial water level 
reading. 

Whilst recoveries were subsequently measured on instruments E1, E2, E4 
and ES over the initial 21 days of monitoring, little or no recovery was 
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registerai on E3, particularly in the first 15 days. Initial suspicions 
tbat t.he piezometE,.c tip h3d being re:nc"\ered ineffect.i.•Je owing to blockaage 
were hCMever soon disJ;elled when recovery recommenced.. The rate of 
re<:XNe:r.J in this hole was iniUaEy slc;,r but eventually after the J;eriod 
of high rainfall, (days 50-70), the water levels in E3 became the highest 
of alL It is suspected that the slow initial recovery rate in tJ1is hole 
was due t.o the rising water table en=1mtering a retarding, relatively 
impe:cmeable layer within the fill. The initial water level lay at 
approxilffitely 0.5 m above the level of the third spider magnet in the 
hole, (fig 4) , and on da)' 15 ccmnenced to slowly rise toward the fow:th 
lffignet, ( SP4) , Moni to:.· in'] of the spider rnagnets showed that during the 
first 1 5 days movements had bePn restricted to below the level of SP3, ie 
in the saturated zone of the fill. On day 15 settlement canmenced taking 
place in the region betv1een SP3 and SP4, =rresponding to the rise in the 
water table. The patte:cn of the backfill settlement during this period 
thus co=esponds to the behaviour of the water table and thus piezaneter 
!ffilf,mction can be rnled 011t and the nature of the recovery associated 
with the characteristics of a relatively impermeable backfill horizon. 

During the initial 110 days of water level monitoring, the levels in all 
the instruments recoverEd to meet an approxjmate mutual position. Of 
especial note is the fact that the water level in the fill in E3 on day 
110 stood at a greater level than the actual restored level of tJ1e fill 
around instrument E2. This implying that a danger existed that water 
levels may rise to flood the surface of the fill. (The fill surface 
effectively forms the base of a basin which is surrounded on three sides 
by intact strata, t.':te fourth side running along the line of t.l-te outcrop. 
This flooding problem did actually == on day 125, (the date of this 

paper), leaving all the instruments in the fill totally submerged by 1-2 
m of standing water. The levels of llie water in the solid strata 
surrounding the excavation were also lying above the level of the 
restored backfill. The level in P3, (fig 2), stood at 0. 75 m above the 
level of the restored surface around E5. '!his severe flooding of the pit 
surface taJether with the fact that the surface water appears to have no 
where to drain to leads to immense problems both irt future monitoring as 
well as in future restoration policy. As stated earlier the soils have 
still to be replaced, (to a depth of about 1-1.5 metres), thus pumping 
the surface water off-site may be required assuming that the fill will 
not drain. This problem at the time of writing is =rently under 
evaluation and in the meanwhile monitoring of the solid strata water 
levels is continuing. 

In order to evaluate the effect that the groundwater re=very has on the 
settlement of the mine backfill it is necessary to observe the behaviour 
of , all the inter-magnet horizons during the times that they were 
subjected to the rising water table, times of saturation and the periods 
of unsaturation. For the purposes of this paper, the settlement-recovery 
characteristics for E1 will be considered in detail. Instruments E2, E3 
and E5 all follow similar settlement patterns, whilst the canpaction that 
instrument E4 has received fran its position in a former haul road has 
resulted in little settlement and none which can be related to 
groundwater recove:r.y. The settlement-time curves for the magnets on E1 
are illustrated in fig 4, whilst those for the other instruments are 
mlown in figs 5-8. 
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ANAINSIS OF SE".L'r.r..EMENI' RESUL'I'S F\:R ~ E1, DAY 0-·110. 

J?our distinct phases of b:l.ckfill movement. can be observed in the results 
for exte~saneter E1, (fig 4). 
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Fig. 4. Settlement Time Curves - Extensometer El 

i) Settlement occuring below SP3 :- days 0- 30 
ii) Settlement oc=ing betwee..n SP3 and SP4. :- days 30- 50 

iii) Settlement occuring between SP4 and SP5 :- days 50- 70 
ivl Small, slow, heaving movemer1ts on all magnets following 

saturation. 

Table 2 shows t-he periods of settlement measured on extensometer E1, with 
respect to tirne, total settlements, percentage settlements at magnet 
horizons and water level positions. 

TABLE 2. 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS, EX'.l'EN~ E1, SITE A. 

Settlements (m) Percentage Settlements Water Level 
DAY SP1 SP2 b'P3 SP4 SP5 D-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 horizon. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 SP2-SP3 
4 -.003 -.001 -.001 .004 .003 " 
8 0 0 .008 .009 .007 II 

12 0 0 .022 .024 .023 91.7 8.3 II 

15 ·-.001 -.001 .029 .031 .029 93.5 6.5 II 

19 .001 .003 .039 .044 .042 88.6 11.4 - II 

21 .002 .004 .041 .045 .045 91 .1 8.9 II 

25 0 .002 .041 .045 .046 91 .1 8.9 " 
29 -.001 .001 .046 .058 .057 79.3 20.7 - Water at SP3 
32 .001 .003 .052 .072 .069 72.2 27.8 - SP3-SP4 
36 -. 004 -. 001 .052 .085 .084 61.2 38.8 - " 
43 .002 .002 .054 .115 .117 47.0 53.0 - " 
46 -.004 -.003 .051 • 116 • 118 44.0 56.0 - II 

50 0 -.001 .055 .127 .129 43.3 56.7 - "** 
70 -.002 -.005 .045 .150 .160 28.1 65.6 6.3 Water at SP5 
78 -.001 -.005 .045 .151 .167 27.0 63.4 9.6 >SP5 
84 -.001 -.005 .044 .151 .170 25.9 62.4 11.8 II 

94 -.002 -.006 .044 .148 .173 25.4 60.1 14.8 II 

110-.004 -.009 .038 .142 .168 22.6 61.9 15.5 II 

** Period of heavy rainfall between days 50 and 70 
Symbol denotes t..hat small movements have been neglected. 
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Throughout the monitoring pericrl only small heaving movements of less 
than 1 an have been recorded on the lowest spider magnets SP1 and SP2 , a 
phenanena which has been recorded on all the installations with magnets 
that have been placed in saturated ground at the start of monitoring. 
Such movements of less than 1 an are difficult to quantify, save stating 
that they are most likely a result of mudstone swelling on saturation. 
In this stage of the analysis given tl"Jat total settlement recorded on E1 
is 16.8 an they will be neglected. 

An arK>lysis of table 2 shows tl"lat on extensameter E1, between days 0 and 
25, 91.1% of the total recorded settlement occured between magnets SP2 
and SP3, (a total settlement of 4.1 an) • The remaining 8. 9% occured in 
the region between SP3 and SP4. Negligible movement was recorded above 
the position of SP4. The water level during this pericrl had risen fran 
initially lying midway between magnets SP2 and SP3, to the level of the 
SP3 magnet on approximateiy day 29. Thus the majority of the settlement, 
ie 91 • 1 % can be related to the area in whic.l-t the water table was 
recovering. 

Fran day 29 to day 50, settlement in the region of SP2 to SP3, gradually 
slowed down with only 0.9 em occuring during this time as opposed to 4.9 
em which occured in the region between SP3 and SP4 during the same 
period. On day 50, the water levels lay midway between SP3 and SP4. The 
period between days 50 and 70 was as described a time of heavy rainfall, 
which flooded the pit surface rendering the reading of instruments 
impossible. On day 70, the water level was found to be at the level of 
SP5, (whic.~ lies 1.88 m above the location of SP4). From day 50 to 110 
settlement consisted of 3. 9 an between SP4 and SP5, 1 • 5 em between SP3 
and SP4 and a heaving movement of 1 • 7 an between SP2 and SP3- the maximum 
degree of settlement occuring once again in the zone of the recoverying 
water table. 

Overall on this instrument, backfill settlement has been seen to be a 
direct result of the presence of the water table at a fill horizon. At 
any one moment in time it would appear tl"lat only one horizon is 
significantly moving. After the water table has saturated a section of 
fill, the accelerated settlements would appear to be replaced by heaving 
movements. A phenanenon which has been observed on all the instruments 
with magnets in saturated ground, probably due to the swelling of the 
mudstones in the fill. 

Figs 5-8 show the settlement-time curves for the other e..xtensometer 
instruments. All bar extensometer E4 are exhibiting similar trends to 
those discussed on instrument E1 , ie the settlement of fill occuring in 
the horizon of the recovering water table together with subsequent heave 
movements on saturation. The results for extensometer E4 are of 
particular interest in tl"lat this instruments lies in the position of a 
fonuer dump truck/ scraper haul road. Little settlement has been recorded 
and that which has has been unable to be related to the position of the 
water table. Such differential settlements in fill materials can inflict 
severe structural damage. It is therefore important that if a backfilled 
opencast mine site is later utilised for construction purposes tl"lat 
estimates of potential backfill settlements over the site are made and 
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incorporated into the structural design. 

Site A:- Assuming that the groundwater pondage can be removed frc:m 
the surface of site A, then the monitoring of backfill settlements and 
groundwater patterns will continue along the following guidelines. 

a). To continue monitoring water levels and settlements in the 
extenscrneter instruments. 

b). To monitor movements in the backfill on the removal of the 
on-fill subsoil mound. (Charles 1984 states that such surcharges 
over consolidate the fill and consequently induce heave on 
removal). 

c). To set up survey traverses to monitor future surface 
settlements. 

It is further hoped that if the site surface can be successfully drained 
or even raised above the final water level that a drop in groundwater 
levels will occur during the surruner months. If this were to happen then 
the effects of secondary re-establishment may be able to be monitored. 

Site B:- A full investigative procedure will be initiated on site B, 
COriSisting of permeability testing and surface settlement monitoring. 
Plans are been made to install tension wire extensaneters in the fill to 
depths of around 70 m to monitoring settlement zones together with 
shearing movements. It is anticipated that these instruments will be 
modified to conduct permeability testing in addition to this. 

With this degree of instrumentation it is anticipated that those criteria 
established in the Research Programme may be evaluated to enab:'..e this 
work to contribute to guidelines on the construction of structures on 
opencast mine backfills liable to encounter groundwater related 
settlements. 

Fran tl1e obs8rvaccons on Site A, the following com;l>Jsi.ons can be made:-

1 • SettLement oi· ():pellcast nnne backfill on site A has been shown to be 
'"nt.iu.:>.]_·,. di..c'' t:o :ur~ effect of groundwater reccvery- ''XC<'lPt i_n tl1e case of 
c)ne instrument: ctJ has showu that tile d~~·-:Jr-- <?. :jf po:::.'1J_ous canbJ;.tcci.oq 1 ,:_ 

a mint ba.ck:t; ·1 .__:,J.:-, 

) , fran the tennDntrnr> 
'"-'D-"2!nely r.4Ji.d, (on 

'' pumping. 

Or,,_~,.-_. ..-.::· ::-l..1...L r/ils .been saturated ther:. settJO.tllt.::;JlC E:tlectlvel.y ceases .. 
(AJ.tiluu.qJ d. ;:·;~:)vl81~ rate of settlement iE t.rr~:; iorm cf ~-.rt:..-*2L-· ntOvements i;:; 

still tJ.:.~u:3ht to cor1tinue) .. 

then hea\'I.ng nK--veme'lc.:o ct.ce initiated. The 
so f-:1r~ rc:.gist(:.ced hal"leve_c <1<'-:~ only in the region 
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